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i-m. pandey, 91, a professor, educationist, writer
and educational reformist from kolkata, was one of
the key forces in the development of modern-day
india, as also of bengali literature. as the then
chairman of the west bengal council of higher
education, he helped to found universities in west
bengal. his bishayananda (the cloud banner) has
been widely acclaimed as a classic and a pillar of
modern bengali literature. it is one of the books that
i am most proud to have translated into english,
apart from some others. the book is a blend of three
stories. the first starts off with a young couple, rohit
(the life of a student) and meena (the riddle of a
dream), who set out on a journey to find what they
do not know. for meena, it is a struggle to marry
rohit, the only son of her deceased elder brother
and her father’s only female heir, because the latter
has put an end to his planned marriage with
meena’s mother. rohit, however, is well-off because
he has a roommate, amal, the son of a wealthy
landlord. jealousy causes rohit to fall into debt to
pay the landlord’s fees. rohit and meena flee from
amal, byameen (amal’s mother) and the landlord to
reside with their one-time landlord, who holds the
post of a clerk in a government office. they
eventually end up in the city of barus, near the
great ganges river, where they meet numerous
characters. he [pandey] intersperses within the
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story a host of characters: a sardar, a barber, a
fisherman, a rickshaw-puller, a tribal sangam
(eunuch) and a dacoit, all of whom ‘reappear’ for
some reason or the other. the sardar who is a
suspect is a newly-elected member of the legislative
council of barus and the barber’s history of
malpractice is a tale among a group of barbers. the
fisherman adds a touch of folk realism, while the
tribals are represented by the rickshaw-pullers and
the dacoits by the rajadari of the police department
of barus. pandey intersperses all these characters
and their stories are told as a single account. the
character of the barber is a typical filmi personality,
of the type first introduced by raj kapoor in zanjeer
(1956). he is resourceful, understanding, witty, a
good listener, attentive to minute detail, business-
like, modest and sensible.
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of the group i want to start with a small story about
that time. two of us friends, sid and i, were in a

physical-therapy group. so much pain and
helplessness that time was experienced by us. so

there we were, feeling pain and swelling all over the
body, and a backache of life-time, screaming in the

pain.  this was my first physical therapy group,
where i got to know about the pain-management

and self-help. although, it was my first meeting, but
i never felt so scared. what if, i started yelling in the

pain, and it was recorded by the surveillance
camera, and later this get published in youtube!

what if it was recorded and it would be published on
all of the websites like youtube.com and thousands
of people might have seen me in pain and unable to

do anything. that would be so humiliating and
embarrassing.  before that incident, i have never
taken pain seriously. but, i was a victim of that

incident and from that day, i was never scared to
join any kind of group because i always know there
will be some pain from the body.  i really loved the

self-help part of the physical therapy group,
because it provides me so much support and

guidance to deal with my pain. within no time, i
joined to one of the self-help groups through one of
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my friends.  i felt my body getting better after
attending self-help group . it was amazing how i was

able to find out several home remedies to fix my
problem. i could complete the physical therapy
session without going through so much pain.

introduction calcium supplements and kidney stones
are the largest oad killer disease in india. according
to new study states that calcium supplement is one

of main causes of kidney stones. calcium intake
contributes upto 40% of stone formation in male

and 60% of stone formation in female. we have to
implement a big campaign in which we have to take
care of calcium supplement. we have to teach the

public about calcium supplement. financial-
management-by-i-m-pandey for dummies to-do list
ok. all the facts and figures are coming up. so let's

implement a big campaign. call to the medical
community: in india, we have lots of young doctor,
who do not have enough patience to spend time for

each patient. so, they very quickly prescribe and
recommend calculi treatments without bothering

much for the patients health. they seldom use test
to diagnose the disease because they do not have
time. i think we have to make an effort for them to
practice disease prevention. so, we have to teach

the medical community about calcium supplements
and kidney stones. we have to make an effort to
strengthen their knowledge and skills. create a
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campaign: in the beginning, we have to start with
some large advertisements, which will reach

maximum number of people. we have to create
simple videos and also create educational sites to

educate the public about the role of calcium
supplement in formation of kidney stones. we can

also purchase organic farm to use as a model. vision
how we can achieve this goal? healthy lifestyle: this

will be our best option to fight against kidney
stones. education & awareness: this will be our
second option to fight against kidney stones.

calcium supplement: this will be our third option to
fight against kidney stones. organic farm: we have

to create a model that is already present in our
country. so, we have to bring nature into the heart

of our country. part of the campaign: create a
website: we have to educate the public about kidney

stones. we have to teach the public about calcium
supplements and kidney stones. we have to teach
the public how to prepare calcium supplements,

kidney stone-free diet, etc. mentorship of students:
we have to start with launching some student

contest. if these students can participate and win in
the contest, then we have to take care of them.
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